


Why the need for website speed?

For the past few years, SMBs across the world have been told that 
making their websites mobile-friendly, and embracing a mobile-first 
world, were essential for business success. And this was good advice.

These simple facts were, and remain, universally true for every region 
across the planet. However, now that many SMBs have accepted these 
truths and made their sites mobile-friendly, what will be the next big 
challenge/initiative in the web design industry?

The answer is speed, and Breeze Digital Media has addressed this issue 
head on. We have reconfigured our websites to ensure they adhere 
closely to Google’s best practices, as recommended by Google’s 
PageSpeed Test. Breeze Digital Media websites now regularly score well 
into the 90s in Google’s test.

This means that Breeze Digital Media websites now load faster than ever 
– which is great for both your website visitors and Google rankings.



Benefits to your business

No matter whether a consumer is on a desktop, tablet, or mobile device, 
they increasingly expect a website to load quickly. Addressing this 
creates improvements for your customers.

SEO Advantages

Google cares a lot about speed, and in an attempt to help improve the 
quality of its search experience, has used load times as a positive ranking 
signal since 2010, and more recently announced site speed would 
become a ranking factor on mobile, as well.

Conversion & Engagement

In addition to the SEO benefits improved pagespeed brings to your 
websites, there are many conversion and engagement advantages, such 
as:



Unfortunately, based on our analysis of 10,000+ mobile 
web domains, we found that most mobile sites don’t meet 
this bar: The average load time for mobile sites is 19 
seconds over 3G connections. That’s about as long as it 
takes to sing the entire alphabet song!

- DoubleClick by Google

• More Time On Site — 70% Longer Sessions*
• Lower Bounce Rate — 35% Lower Bounce Rate*
• Higher Engagement — 60% More Pageviews*
• Competitive Advantage — 77% of Websites Take More than 10 

Seconds to Load on Mobile*
• More Customer Conversions — 7% Less Conversions for Every Second 

It Takes to Load*

*Source: The Need for Mobile Speed 2016, DoubleClick by Google

https://www.doubleclickbygoogle.com/articles/mobile-speed-matters/


[Brad] is very efficient and local. He listens to your ideas but also puts 
his ideas in with his experience in place. It’s an understanding of what 
your business does when designing a website, so it’s really important to 
get someone that designs very well, and Brad does a really good job.

- Kevin Beck, Cumberland Kitchen & Bath



How to test your site’s speed

Google has a free tool to test your website speed according to their 
standards. Just paste in your website’s URL and it will give you a score.

Anything under 85 is in the “yellow” or needs addressing
If you’re in the red, there’s an emergency for you to fix your website

If you’re in the green, you’re good to go.

Link to the PageSpeed test:
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/

This eBook is not written with the goal of explaining the technicalities of 
fixing your website for speed errors. After you run the test, Google will 
provide several links on suggestions to improve.

What’s the best way to fix your slow website? Have Breeze Digital Media 
run a thorough report and provide a quote to redesign. We design with a 
mobile FIRST design and with PageSpeed in focus.

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/


Next steps?

If you are thinking about a website redesign, ask yourself these 
questions:

• Does my website come up on the FIRST page of Google when I search 
for my type of business? (not your business name)

• Does my website load in less than 3 seconds?
• Is my website mobile-friendly?
• Can I make my own edits to my website?
• Can I provide a clear ROI for the money I have invested into my 

website marketing strategy

If you answered NO to any of these questions, we should meet over a 
cup of coffee. We have developed over 100 websites and have many 
satisfied customers ranking on page one of Google and PageSpeed
scores in the 90’s.

Set up a consultation with us today.
https://www.breezedigitalmedia.com/schedule

https://www.breezedigitalmedia.com/schedule


Thank You!

Thank you for downloading our eBook on The Need For Website Speed.

Please feel free to share this with others who might benefit from it’s 
material.

brad@breezedigitalmedia.com | 401-334-9555, x154

mailto:brad@breezedigitalmedia.com

